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A
t a time of growing economic con
straints and increasing emphasis on
quality assurance in boch for-profit

and not-for-profit organizations (Baruch and
Ramalho, 2006; Chaffee and Sherr, 1993;
Sowa, Selden and Sandfon, 2004), che issue of
evaluating artistic quality in opera companies
is becoming ever more imponant (Coe, 1994;
Schuster, 1997; Tobias, 2004; Voss and Voss,
2000). A systematic approach to measuring
artistic quality may also help to improve opera
management by enabling companies to find a
balance between organizational mission, visitor
satisfaction and economic prudence (Tobias,
2004).

Performance measurement in professional
opera companies has chus fur been limited to

quantitative indicators. Commonly used cri
teria are attendance and subscriber levels,
number of performances, number of new pro
ductions, and earned income (Allmann, 1994;
Schugk, 1996). Although qualitative assessments
of artistic performance are seen as important
(Radbourne, 1998), such assessments have yet
to be conducted in che fields of cultural/polit
ical or management studies, meaae studies or
music psychology. In his qualitative study of
cheacre, Eversmann (2004) idenrifies che vari
ous elements perceived by audience members
during a perfurmance (e:g., plot, direcrion). Voss
and Cova (2006) propose a rwo-item scale for
measuring service quality in a cheacre. Only Behr

(1983) has attempted to investigate autlience
reaction to opera performance. However, Behr
did not focus on che autlience's judgement of
performance quality, examining instead che
possible effects (e.g., emotional, aeschetic) of a
performance on the audience. Hence, a set of
qualitative intlicacors is still co be developed
for capturing che autlience's judgement of the
artistic performance of an opera company
(Balme, 2003).

In sum, chen, chere appears to be little sys
tematic empirical evidence bearing on audi
ence experience of opera performance. For
example, we do nOt know which criteria opera
goers use in their individual assessments of
artistic quality. Little is known abouc not only
che degree co which visicors agree or tlisagree
in chcir intlividual quality assessments, but also
if personal traits like gender, age or degree of
expettise affect operagoers' intlividual assessments
of artistic performance. Our study attempts to

fill chis gap by investigating che agreement in
operagoers' subjective quality judgements.

Since the repertoire across opera companies
is generally narrow in range (e.g., DiMaggio
and Stenberg, 1985; Hoegl, 1995; Honolka,
1986), tlifferences in the autlience's evaluation
of opera companies are likely to result from
tlifferences in perceived quality ofche perform
ances. We therefore concentrate on "perform
ance quality" (the acristic quality of a single
performance presented by the company), as
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opposed to "profile qualiry" (the selection of
works presenred by the company; Boemer,
2004).

Research Questions and Procedure

Performance qualiry in opera could be
described as objecrive physical phenom

ena such as acousric and visual characrerisrics.
However, since an opera performance is dir
ected towards a perceived subjecr (Dahlhaus,
1982; Lesle, 1984), objective crireria are
unsuirable for assessing qualiry (Kaufman, 2002;
Thompson and Williamon, 2003). Subjective
judgements of opera performance are called
for. In contrast to objective descriptions, sub
jective judgements are based on the spectator's
personal experience of the performance. As
Eversmann (2004) shows, the subjective experi
ence of a theatre performance includes one's
personal involvement, perceptions, thoughts
and emorions during the evenr. Subjective
judgemenrs in opera are thus likely ro be influ
enced by the personal trairs of the judge.
Exranr literarure in music psychology, theatre
sruwes and empirical aesthetics has identified
education, prior experience, prior informa
tion, meaue- and music-related norms and
values, state of mind, and personal taste as
determinants of inwvidual qualiry judgements
(Augustin and Leder, 2006; Eversmann, 2004;
Kaufman, 2002; Lesle, 1981; Meillner, 1979;

orrh and Hargreaves, 1996; Smith, 1987).
To the extenr that these results are transferable
ro the evaluation of opera performance, there
will be little agreemenr in subjective judge-

menrs of opera performance, as has been con
firmed for music experience (e.g., Boyle and
Radocy, 1987; Thompson and Williamon,
2003). In addirion, as suggested by research in
music psychology, an inwvidual's judgemenr
of a performance may nOt be consistent over
rime (Fiske, 1979; Kleber, 2004).

These considerations give rise to the ques
tion of whether valid and reliable perceprions
of the qualiry of an opera performance can be
measured ar all. In parricular, opera manage
ment must deal with the question of who
should serve as a rater in order to ensure valid
and reliable qualiry judgements. Combining
the presentation of music, language/plor and
manifold visual stimuli, opera is one of the
most complex and demanding aesthetic experi
ences (Koebner, 1993). ill opera, therefore,
experts are more likely than non-experts to

produce valid and reliable judgements of per
formance. This reasoning can be supporred by
applying to the field of opera the assumption
of a culrural hierarchy of qualiry evaluarion in
the arts (e.g., Bourdieu, 1993; for a review of
this assumption, see Holbrook, 1999, 2005).
Because of their connoisseurship, experrs
esrablish and apply cerrain standards when
making their judgements (Holbrook, 1999).
ill other words, they know whar is considered
"good" according to the crireria sanctioned by
their culrural field. Therefore, expertS are rec
ognized and legirimated as arbirers of "good
tasre" in their field. Accorwngly, some argue
that measuring the qualiry of an artistic per
formance can besr be accomplished by experi
enced evaluators who are able to be objective
and unbiased (cf Thompson and Williamon,
2003). For example, Fiske (1979) found thar
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The authors focus on operagoers' subjective judgements of performkce quality. They use two questions to measure
the extent of experts' and non-experts' agreement on individual performance evaluations: How much agreement

.is there among experts and among non-experts in their subjective judgements of opera performance? How much
agreement is there between experts and non-experts in their subjective judgements of opera performance?
Hypotheses about similarities and differences in experts' and non-experts' subjective judgements are tested in a
field study (N -140). The findings of this first field study of performance evaluation in opera suggest that reliable

judgements can be obtained from both experts and non-experts. However, the experts were found to have more
differentiated judgements, discerning more aspects of an opera performance than the non-experts. The authors
draw conclusions for further research on the evaluation of quality in opera and for opera management.

Experts, opera, performance evaluation, performance quality



expem reliability in judging music perform
..,ce improved with their experience in teach

ing and adjudicating.

Non-experts - or ordinary consumers 
apply the standards of popular appeal instead
of me professional standards of evaluation
(Holbrook, Lacher and LaTour, 2006). Whereas
professional standards are autonomous or
internal ro me field, mose of popular appeal
are telated ro the market and are therefote
heteronomous or external to the field. Because
of their "poor taste," non-experts are less likely
than expem ro produce valid and reliable
judgements of artistic quality. Empirical evi
dence in various cultural fields indiqtes only
weak. posidve associadons between experr and

non-expert judgements (cf. Holbrook, 2005;
Holbrook, Lacher and La Tour, 2006). How
ever, empirical studies of assessment of music

performance (Burnsed, Hinkle and King, 1985;
De la Morte-Haber and Rattet, 2005; Morguet
and Moser-Hauck, 1991), solo vocal perform
ance (Kleber, 2004; Wapnik and Ekholm, 1997)
and theatre critics (Boorsma and van Maanen,
2003) have produced contradictoty tesults.
While critics' ratings of rneaue performance

have been found to differ significantly from
those oflaypersons (Boorsma and van Maanen,
2003), studies of orchestral performance that
have explicitly compared evaluators with dif
ferent levels of specialist training (e.g., Byo
and Brooks, 1994; Fiske, 1979; Thompson,
2006; Winter, 1993) found few notable differ
ences between experts and non-experts.

Against this background, we focus on sub
jective judgements of performance quality in
opera by comparing the assessmentS ofexperts

and non-experts. We address MO research
questions: 1. How much agreement is there
among experts and among non-experts in their
subjective judgements of opera peiformance'
2. How much agreement is there between experts
and non-experts in their subjective judgements of
opera performance - or do ratings ofquality in
opera peiformance differ as a function of ones
expertise in opera?

First, we elaborate these questions by for
mularing four hypotheses on similarities and
differences in experts' and non-experts' subject

ive judgements of opera performance. Next,
we present the results of a 2006 field study at
the Cologne Opera House, which was based
on previous research on audience judgement
of performance quality in opera (Boemer et
al., 2008). Finally, we discuss the results of this
first real-world performance evaluation in opera
and draw implications for researcb and man
agement in the field of opera.

Intersubjective (Dis)Agreement
on Performance Quality

W hen attending an opera performance.
one is faced simultaneously with sev

eral musical, visual and language/plot stimuli
(Koebner, 1993). The large number of imer
dependent elements presented during an opera
performance, and their interplay (e.g., between
orchestra and solo vocalists), create a complex
phenomenon (Bedyne, 1971; Sloboda and
JusLin, 2005). To cope with the potential sen
sual overload (Eversmaru'l, 2004), spectatOrs may
become increasingly selective (Broadbenr, 1964),

Les auteures s'interessent aux jugements subjectifs que porte le public des operas sur la qualite des performances. Elles utilisent

les deux questions suivantes pour mesurer jusqu'a quel point correspondent les evaluations des experts et des non-experts :

~ans quelle mesure y a-t-il concordance chez les experts et chez les non·expe,rts dans leurs jugements subjectifs de la perfor

mance d'un opera? Dans queUe mesure y a+il concordance entre les experts et les non·experts dans leursjugements subjectifs

de la performance d'un opera? Des hypotheses sur les similitudes et les differences dans les jugements subjectifs des experts

et des non-experts sont testees dans uoe etude sur le terrain (N - 140). Selon les resultats de cette premiere etude de l'eva

luation de la perfo.rmance dans le domaine de l'opera, il semblerait possible d'obtenir des jugements fiables ala fois des experts

et des non-experts. Toutefois, l'etude a revele que les experts posaient des jugements plus differencies, discernant plus d'aspects

de ta performance d'un opera que les non-experts. Les auteures presentent enfin des pistes de recherche future sur l'evaluation
de la qualite en matiere d'opera et sur les pratiques de gestion dans ce domaine.

Experts, opera, evaLuation de la performance, qualite de la performance
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restricting meir focus [Q cenain elements (e.g.,
choir, orchestra, ser). [n addition, rhey will
tend to give different weight to rhe dements
rhey have selected for rheir overall judgement
- for example, rhey may give more weight to
rhe soloists rhan to rhe orchestra.

Operagoers' individual selection and weight
ing of criteria for evaluating a performance
may be influenced by rheir education (e.g.,
uaining in classical music or in the assessment
of musical performance; Winter, 1993), gen
eral experience wirh opera, and knowledge of
rhe opera company and the work presented.
An experienced operagoer may focus on rhe
difficult or critical partS of rhe work. Apart
from education and experience, personal taste
may guide rheir attention and rhus the indi
vidual way rhey select and weight rhe criteria
for performance quality (Boorsma and van
Maanen, 2003). For example, an operagoer
who is particularly interested in tenor voices
may focus on rhe tenor partS in rhe perform
ance. Finally, one's state of mind during the
performance is likdy to influence rhe selection
and weighting process. Due to a particular
state of mind, one may be entirdy captivated by
a single clement, such as the tue of the heroine.

In sum, due to their different personal char
acteristics, operagoers will noe necessarily agree
6n rhe factors rhat make for a "good" perform
ance. Individuals tend to base rheir judge
ments on different elements in a performance
and/or to differ in rhe weighting of rhese in
'teir overall judgement. Hence, interrater agree
meot between individual attendees of a per
formance will be low (Herman and Renz, 1997).

Furthermore, differences in personal char

acteristics may result in divergent individual
assessmrots of the evaluation criteria seleaed.
As suggested in rhe literature on the evalua
tion of musical performance (Thompson and
Williamon, 2003) and on service marketing
(Zeithaml, Parasurman and Berry, 1990), opera
goers will evaluate a performance based on rheir
individual expectations, which are primarily a
function of rheir education, training and experi
ence wirh opera (Thompson, 2007; Thompson
and Williamon, 2003). Thus expectation levds
should rise according to one's degree of ptofes
sionalism. Moreover, spectators' rastes are likdy to
inBueoce rheir quality assessmentS (Thompson,
2006; Winter, 1993). Additionally, rheir state
of mind or mood during the performance will
inBuence rheir quality assessment (Norrh and
Hargreaves, 1996).

To sum up, individual differences in select
ing, weighting and assessing evaluation criteria
are likdy to result in low interrater agreement
in operagoers' judgements of a performance.
In this study, we focus on differences between
opera expetts and non-experts in selecting and
weighting evaluation criteria as well as in assess
ing rhese criteria. Theatre experts (e.g., Fiske,
1979; Thompson, 2006; Winter, 1993) typ
ically consist of professionals (artistS, singers or
musicians) and critics (theatre, music or liter
ary scholars; journalistS specializing in rheatre),
as opposed to ordinary audience members.
Thus the crucial difference between expertS
and non-expertS in opera is levd of education,
training and experience with opera.
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Los outares analizan las apredadanes subjetivas que se jorman Los asistentes a la opera respedo a la calidad de la interpretadon,
mediante dos interrogantes que miden el acuerdo entre expertos y no expettos sobre la evaluadon de interpretadones porticulores:
,que grado de acuerdo existe dentro del grupo de expertos y dentro del grupo de no expertos en sus apreciodones subjetivas de
la inte~retad6n operfstica? ique grado de ocuerdo existe entre expertos y no expertos en sus apredadones subjetivas de la
interpretadon operfstica? Las hipotesis sobre las semejanzas y diferendas en las apredadones subjetivas de expertos y no exper
tos se ponen a prueba en un estudio de campo (N - 140). Los resultados de este pdmer estudio de campo de 10 evaluad6n de la
interpretaddn en la opera sugieren que es posible obtener apreciadones jiables tanto de tos expertos como de los no expettos.
Aun asf, se observ6 que Los expertos se forman apredadones mas particuladzados, pudiendo discernir mas aspectos de la inter·
pmadon operfstica que Los no expertas. Los outores extraen conclusiones con miras a investigadones ulteriores sobre la evoluadon
de la cau"dad de la opera y para la gestion de esto omvidad"

Expettos, opera, evaluadon de la interpretadon, calidad de la interpretadon



Expert and Non-expert Quality
Judgements: Hypotheses

Our firs< research question addresses agree
ment, within each group, on quality

judgements of opera performance. According
to Bourdieu's (1993) cultural hierarchy of
experts and non-experts, agreemenc will be
higher within the expert group than within
the non-expert group. Due to their education
and training, artistic knowledge and aesthetic
experience, experts tend to establish and fol
low aesthetic or professional conventions (cf.
Holbrook, 1999: Koebner, 1993). Unlike non
experts, experts may thus engage in a process
of "orchestration" of shared views and judge
mentS (Boorsma and van Maanen, 2003). Due
to their identity (Tajfel, 1981) as opera experts,
they will base their judgements on professional
standards (Turner, 1985). Thus, whereas non
experts will consider mainly their personal
taste (or perhaps the views within their social
circle), experts "write and judge in the COntext
of a field of professional colleagues" (Boorsma
and van Maanen, 2003, p. 327). For experts,
therefore, both the basis of their judgements
- the selection and weighting of quality cri
teria - and their expectation levels will be
assimilared, which can lead to more homogen
eous judgements among expens than among
non-experts.

Hypothesis I: Agrummr on paftrmana quality
in op"a willb. high"among"'P"" rhan among
non-"'P"ts.

Ordinary audience members may be more sus
ceptible than experts to homogenizing effects
occurring during the performance. Therefore,
contrary to hypothesis I, it can be argued that
agreement will be higher within the non
expert group. Since a live opera performance is
a social experience, individual responses co it
may be inBuenced by group processes.

Because of the mood or atmosphere within
the audience Goyce and SlocUffi, 1990), inter
action processes may have repercussions for
the individual spectator. Members of theatre
audiences, Eversmann (2004) argues, can be
inBuenced by the emotions of others - their
feelings intensified ana teinforced by the reac
tions of their neighbours: "During a show, this
is sometimes exemplified by a feeling of com-

munality, of not being alone but somehow
sharing the moment with other theatergoers
which implies 'communicating' or feeling in
tOuch with them in such a way that one
becomes part ofa collective identity which can
react as a single unit (p. 158).

Additionally, group conformity (Asch, 1956)
has been found to influence aesthetic judge
ment (Crozier, 1996). Since individuals depend
on the group for social approval and accept
ance, they comply with the group because they
anticipate being rewarded for doing so or being
punished for not doing so. Group conformity
may thus induce spectators to make depend
ent quality assessments, modifying their indi
vidual positions according to majority opinion.
Interactions among audience members, some
times explicitly manifested in laughter, "boos"
or "bravos," may have a harmonizing effect on
qualiry evaluation, resulting in what Boorsma
and van Maanen (2003) call "collective per
ceptions" (p. 329). The resulting quality evalu
ations will thus be more homogeneous than in
the case of isolated assessments. Since research
on theatre performance (Eversmann, 2004)
reveals a need for communication and exchange
with other spectatOrs after a performance, we
can assume that group conformity will inBu
ence individual judgements of an opera per
formance.

In sum, both common mood and group
conformity serve to temper individual differ
ences in the selection. weighting and assess
mentofthe criteria used in judgingperformance
quality. Since the effects of common mood and
group conformity tend to be greater when indi
viduals are unsure of their judgement (Behne,
1997; Crozier, 1996), non-experts will likely
be more susceptible to these homogenizing
effects than experts.

In addition. non-experts tend to be more
susceptible than expeers to the harmonizing
effects of prior information about the artistic
quality of a performance. Information about a
production (e.g., a famous conductor being
featured) or a performance (e.g., a Eunous vocal
ist serving as a guest artist) may inBuence the
selection and weighting of crireria - as well as
their assessment (Boorsma and van Maanen,
2003; Borgstedt, 2006: Eversmann, 2004:
Zeitharnl, Parasurman and Berry, 1990). For
instance, when an oucsranding soloist or a star
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conduclOr is involved, rhe atremion of all par
.ries mar be focused on rhis aspecr of rhe per
formance. According to research on prestige

. effecrs in musi~ psychology (Crozier, 1996;
Norrh and Hargreaves, 1996), audiences will
rare a ~erformance as high quality (Weiner,
1985) based on rhe repuracion of rhe star per
former (Abbe-Decarroux, 1994; Behne, 1987;
KreicleJ and Kreicler, 1980; Wilson, 1985).
Similarly, a company's overall repuracion - be
ir posirive (e.g., "opera company of rhe year")
or negative (e.g., unfavourable reviews) - may.
influence one's expectations for the perform
ance (Abbe-Decarroux, 1994; Boorsma and
van Maanen, 2003). It could be a self-fulfilling
prophecy (Menon, 1957; Schnell, Hill and
Esser, 2005): The specralOrs' assessments may
be biased by rheir posicive or negarive expecra
cions. Shared informacion abour rhe expecred
quality of a performance may rhus serve 10

homogenize rhe seleccion, weighring and
assessment of evaluation criteria. Unlike
expertS, non-expertS do nor apply professional
standards 10 verifY rhe informarion rhey have
received abour rhe quality of a performance.

Hyporhesis 2: Agreement on perfOrmance quality
in opera will be lower among experts than among
non-experts.

Our second research question refers to the
comenr of qualiry judgemem of opera per
formance: Considering rhe subjecr of quality
judgements, whar are rhe similariries and dif
ferences between experts and non-experts?
Due to their connoisseurship and experience,
expertS will be more skilled in handling rhe
complexity of a performance and rhus can be
expected to perceive and discriminate among
more elements of a performance (e.g., orches
tra, choir, vocal soloists, ser) (Thompson and
Williamon, 2003). Since experts are less suscepr
ible CO information overload than non-experts,
their sdeccion of elements for evaluation may
be less resrricred. Moreover, ir is likely (bur nor
undispured in music psychology) rhar experts,
having more experience and a broader educa
rional background in music and opera pmduc
cion than non-experts, will rend m apply a
wider range of criteria (e.g., articulation, tim
ing, intonation, ana staging performance of a
vocalist) when assessing each element (Boorsma
and van Maanen, 2003).
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Hyporhesis 3: Judgements ofopera performance
will be more differentiated amor'g experes than
among non-experts.

Due [0 their background, experts are assumed
to have higher expectations and thus to engage
in more deliberate, critical evaluation than
non-experts (Boorsma and van Maanen, 2003;
Thompson, 2006). For music performances,
Thompson and WilIiamon (2003) found rhar
evaluators gave lower ratings to the instruments
rhey were familiar wirh, pmbably because of
rheir grearer knowledge of rhe relevanr arriscic
and technical issues. Professional critics tend
m base rheir professional idenciry on rhe rig
our of rheir quality judgemems (Boorsma and
van Maanen, 2003). Applying this reasoning
to judgements of opera performance, we can
assume that experts will make more rigorous
quality judgemenrs rhan ordinary audience
members.

Hyporhesis 4: Opera experts will be more rigorollS
than non-experts in their judgement ofa perfOrm
ance, giving lower quality ratings.

Method

Sample

The srudy was carried our during a live per
formance of La Forza del Destino ar rhe Cologne
Opera House in May 2006 (conducred by
Emico Dovico, direcred by Christian Schuller
and Leonora lsabelle Kabaru; cf. Boerner er al.,
2008). Quesrionnaires were distribured ran
domly among audience members and were
handed m rhem directly. The rerum rare was
58%. The respondents (N = 140) were pre
dominarely female (52%) wirh an average age
of 56 years.

Measures

In their assessment of service quality in the
arre, Voss and Cova (2006) used a scale meas
uring satisfaction with «tonight's performance
ar X rhearre." However, rheir scale included
only rwo irems: "rangible service quality" (rhe
equivalem of performance qualiry in opera,
measuring rhe quality of rhe acmrs as well as
the sets and costumes) J and «functional service



qualicy" (e.g., box office, catering service). We
developed a special instrumem in order ro
compare the derailed j udgemems of experrs
and non-experrs, especially regarding our third
hypothesis (degree of differemiation berween
the elemenrs).

The developmem of rhis instrument is ms
CllS5ed elsewhere (Boerner er al., 2008) and
wiU nor be covered in derail here. In the firsr
step, we content-anaJysed reviews of opera per
formances published in narional newspapers ro
identify the criteria used by opera experts in
assessing performance qualiry (Boerner and
Moser, 2006). [n rhe second srep, the resulrs of
rh is qualirative analysis were aligned wirh qual
iry crireria sremming from Boerner's (2002,
2004) proposed conceprual framework for per
formancc quaLty in opera. According LO this
componential framework, an opera perform
ance comprises a musical dimension and a sta
gIng dimension, with interdependencies
wirhin and berween rhe rwo dimensions (see
Table I).

Nexr, based on the fifS( and second sreps,
we d.rew up a "questionnaire on perceived per
formance qualiry in musical rheatre" and ms
cussed it with e..xperts in the field, such as
performers, critics and drama advisors. Finally,
we tested the questionnaire with graduate stu
denrs in rwo pilor srumes (N= 70 and N = 39)
(Boerner er al., 2006; Renz, 2006), using 20
minute videos of three opera productions:
Aida (Meuopoliran Opera), La Boheme (San
Francisco Opera) and The Mastersingers of
Nuremberg (Zurich Opera). All scales of the
quesrionnaire showed acceprable reliabiliry
(Cronbach's alpha).

The quescionnaire had four <crions. The
fifS( comprised rhe inmvidual componenrs of
an opera performance: orchestra, choir, solo
ists, sets, conducmr. The second concerned
the congruiry (fir) wirhin and berween these
componenrs (cf congruiry of the theatrical
elemenrs; Eversmann, 2004). Fir applies ro the
given components of a dimension - that is,
wirhin rhe orcheS(ra (third-order fit, or fit3;
see Table I); for example, rhe entrance of rhe
individual musicians must be synchronized.
Moreover, fir should be achieved wirhin each
mmension (second-order fit, or fit2). Wirhin
the music dimension, the individual compon
enrs (orchestra, choir, solo pieces) should har
monize with respect m sound (e.g., inmnation,
aniculation, dynamics). The same is true for
the componenrs of rhe sraging dimension; rhe
acting and rhe cosrumes, for example, should
harmonize with respect to the atmosphere.
Furthermore, fit between me music and the
staging dimensions ofa performance is import
anr (first-order fit, or fitl). The rhird section
concerned overall performance and rhe fourrh
covered demographic variables (age, sex, experi
ence wirh opera) rhar have proved ro be relevanr
for music evaluarion (ef Behr, 1983; euhoff,
2001). Examples of rhe measuremenr of rhese
constructs are given in Table 2.

Expertise is generally undersrood ro be com
perence in a particular field (e.g., Ericsson,
Kranlpe and Tesch-Romer, 1993). In rhe field
of music performance, experrs are illstinguished
from non-expens by education (e.g., instruc
tion in a particular instrument, specialized
training or a music degree, special assessment
([aining) and music experience (Fiske, 1979;
Thompson, 2006; Winrer, 1993). We chose to

COMPONENTIAL FRAMEWORK FOR PERfORMANCE QUAliTY IN OPERA

·first-onler fit (fiU): Fit between musical dimension and.staging dimension

Musical dimension

5econd-order /it (fit2):
/it within musical dimension .

Staging dimension

5econd-orderfit (fit2):
/it within stogtDg dimension

Quality of orchestra Quality of Quality of
(instruments. parts) choR (parts) soloists' parts

Third-order fit Third-order lit Third-order
(fiB) (fiB) . fit (fiB)

QualIty of acting
(behaviour,
appearance)

Third-order fit
(fiB)

Quality of staging
·(costumes,

spatial concept)

Thlrd-unler lit
(fiB)
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QUESTIOt-lNAIRE FOR PERCEPTION OF PERFORMANCE QUALITY IN MUSICAL
THEATRE: CONSTRUCTS AND SAMPLE ITEMS

Constructs
(number
of items)

OP (17)

MO (9)

MS (13)

MC (8)

C(y)
SS (11)

SC (5)

5 (12)

Fit30 (8)

Fit3C (5)

Sample items

I think the performance was a total success.

The orchestra elaborated differences in volume well.

The soloist's voice was not veIY beautifuLin terms of sound."

The choir accentuated differences in volume very well.

The conductor motivated the orchestra to peak 'musical performa~ce,

The soloist embodied the person's characteristics vel'y"convincingly.

From its appearance, one could fully believe the choir's role.

Stage setting and decoration distracted from the plot With' too many details."

The different instrumental groups in the orchestra (strings. wind, percussion)
coordinated well with regard to the volume.

The sound of the choir seemed balanced, so that no single voice was ever dearly
identifiable.

Costumes and stage setting matched in such a way as to create a harmonious
atmosphere.

Concerning their charisma. the soloists did not fit each other welL'

Orchestra and choir fitted well regarding the tempo. The orchestra was neitlu!r;
slower nor faster than the chOir.

Fitl (8)

I
Fit35 (7)

FiUM (9)

Fit2S (12)

Note: R - polarity reversed. Five=-point likert scales were !J5ed. 'Wlth 5 indicahng 1119
order to determine if and the extent to which the questionnaire- corresponded to.the i aiarki:~ schemes
that.spectator> apply (Thom",on and Wi~iamon, 2003. p.l5) and ta ..aid arbitrillyanswers ill the case of
respondent uncertainty, in the se<DfId study the response scale; fl>r at! items was exteOde<! to includR ttie. 
alte'1"'tives t:did not pay attention to" and "I am ootatlllito jOdge.."
Legend: OP • overall performance; MO - on:hestra - IllUSical performance~ - solOists -lIIU5iCat~
MC - choir - mtlSkal performance: ( - conductor; ~ - soloiSts - staging perfol188l1CO: se - <lloir""'~ .
performance,S - scenery - general stage 5e~ng; fit30 - i~terplay within the_: ~J.!RifIayiitImj
the <hoir; fiUS - interplay between the soloists: fit2M - mte",1a!f between IlldIeSfra.~aIitl tJiDir:' 6t2S - .
interplay between the staging aspects~ fiU _ interplay tJetween musical dimension ana~~nsion

capture the respondents' experience through a

self-repon measure of level of expertise in
opera (layperson, somewhat knowledgeable,

hobbyist, semi.professional, expert). Using mis
categorization, the sample was divided mw
experrs (hobbyists, semi.professionalsand experts;

n - 97) and non-experrs (n = 43).

Results

Preliminary Analysis

Compared to me experrs, me non-experrs
found aspects of the performance less notice
able and more difficult [Q judge (see Table 3).
For most of the constructs, the percentage of
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DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: ADDITIONAL ALTERNATIVES

"I DID NOT PAY ATIENTION TO" AND "I AM NOT ABLE
TO JUDGE"

Non-experts (n = 43) Experts (n = 97)

Constructs Average '10 of respondents choosing
(number the additional alternatives
of items) .

OP (16)'

MO (9) 3.3 21.7 2.6 7.0

MS (9) 2.1 5.4 0.7 3.7

MC (5) 11.6 13.0 4.1 8.0

C (10) 5.6 33.5 2.0 17.7

SS (9) 0.8 9.6 1.3 7_1

SC (6) 1.9 0.8 1.2 0.7

S (3) 1.5 3.9 1.0 1.4

Fit30 (9) 4.2 23.8 3.9 10.1

Fit3C (3) 1.5 5.4 1.7 Vi

fiBS (6) 1.2 6.6 -1.0 0.9

Fit2M (8) 1.8 6.7 1.6 2.5

Fit2S (9) 03 5.2

Fit! (8) 0.3 11.1

<I For the construct.overall performance we provided the alte:rnatf\Ie "1 am, not able to
answer'" for" did not pay attent;ion to" and i am n.at ab(e .. .

Legend: OP - overa[ perfurmance~ MO ~ or<fJestra - iluJsical" ; 11&- SOlbists -
musical perfuimance;. MC -~choir - musical perfonnam::e:_( - conductor;~ • sOIOistS:
staging perfurmance; se- choir - staging perfurman,e; S -" scenery - general stag.,
setting; fiUO - interpljly within the orchestra; fillC, - intetpliy Wfthlri tile chOIr.>
fiUS· interplay between the soloists; fi12" - ioterplay belwej!~.liGlbists"
and cOOir; lil2S = interplay between the staging aspects; liU - iijterplaI~
musical dimension and staging dimension

Jones et al., 1983; Von Eye and Mun, 2005;
Wirez and Caspar, 2002)-' The experts agreed
to a significantly high degree on half of the
consrruas: orchestra musical performance (MO),
conductor (C), fit within the orchestra (fidO),
soloist musical performance (MS), fir within
the soloists (fidS), fir wirh..in the choir (fit3C),
fir witllln the staging dimension (fiuS) and
overall performance (OP) (see Table 5). In con
ITast, for the consrruas soloisr sraging perform
ance (SS), staging scenery (5), choir musical
performance (MC), choir Staging performance

Interpreting the coefficient James rWGm' we
found a high level of agreement' both among
the expertS and among the non-experts. except
for the consrrua staging sunery (5); see Table 5.
Overall, the values for experts and non-experts
were similar.

respondents choosing the options "l did not
pay a[[encion to" and "I am nor able to judge"
was higher in the non-experr group (overall
constructs nOt considered/not judged = 7.10/0
on average) rhan in rhe experr group (overall
conStructS not considered/not judged = 3.30/0
on average).

In order to avoid problems caused by miss
ing values. we e.'{cluded items that at least 100/0
of the respondents did not notice or were
unable to judge (Roth, 1994). As a resuJr, the
consuucts conductor and fit3-orchtstra (see
Table 4) were not considered in the hypothesis
testing.

Since the James coefficient typically produ
ces relacively high values, the resulting agree
ment (Table 5) may be overstared (Chen and
Krauss, 1993; Klem and Kozlowski, 2003).

everrheless, these findings confinn that the
assessments of the expercs and the non-e.'<.pertS
are nor purely random.

To further rest our hypotheses, we used the
[CC (2,k) coefficient (Chen and Krauss, 1993;

Testing the Hypotheses

To investigare if and to whar degree evalua
tions ofan opera performance differ according
to one's expertise in opera (hypotheses 1 and
2), we calcuJared interrarer agreement both
among experrs and among non-experrs. In the
literature. different indices for determining
interrater agreement are discussed. These indi
ces do nOt provide equivalent information on
interrater agreement (e.g.• Chen and Krauss,
1993; Fleenor, Fleenor and Grossnickle, 1996;
Jones er al., 1983). Based on current recom
mendations (e.g., Chen and Krauss, 1993;
Lindell and Brandr, 1999; McGraw and Wong,
1996; Von Eye and Mun, 2005) and on com
parable studies (e.g., Amabile, 1996), we decided
to calculate the degree of interrater agreement

"usingJames r
WGW

(Castto, 2002; James, Demaree
and Wolf, 1984) and the inrraclass correlarion
coefficient ICC (2,k) (Bartko, 1976; Shrour
and Fleiss, 1979).
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INTERRATER AGREEMENT WITHIN EACH GROUP -

Note: Varying n due. to items-oot'consiCIered or not judged

Legend: OP ~ overaK permnnanc,,; MO· orchestra - musical performance; MS':'soIoisls'
musical performance; MC ~ cho1r - musical perfOrmance; ( ... conductor;.ss - soloists - .
staging performanre; se - cboir - staging performance; S,- SCenflY - general~
setting;, fitJO - mterpla! wllhJn the orchestra; fit3C,..orinterplayWitfiin. the chofr::
fil3S; interplay b~tw,,~\\itle soloiSts; fit2M ~ interpla¥ between.ort~ s;,u,ists
and choir; fit2S::: interptaY,between t~e staging aspeds;Jjtl ... mte~J'between
musiCal di'mensibn and ~:a9il:!9 afmension . ;. e.' r

xale

OP (16) 0.92 0.88 0.89 (31)

MO (9) 0.96'·- 0.95 0.32 (19)

MS (9) 0.95 0.94 0.36 (tS)-
MC (5) 0.93 0.88 0.37 (14)

C (10) 0.94 0.95 0.77 (7} .

SS (9) 0.86 0.87 0.67 (33)

SC (6) 0.90 0.86 0.64(37)

S (3) 0.49 0.4.6 0.62 (36)

FiUO (9) 0.95 . 0.97 . 0.32 (19)

FiUC (3) 0.93 0.88 0.54 (15)

Fit3S (6) '0.93 0.93 0.87 (32.) -

Fit2M (8) 0.94 0.93 0.11 (26)

Fit2S (9) 0Jl8 . 0.78 0.77 (33)

Fill (8) 0.85 0.67 0.67 (28)

Note: N - 140. Values'"" Cronbach's alpha (number of items included in the final scale!
number of items remaining if all items that at least 10% of sample dia not notice or
were unable to judge we~ excluded/number of items in the original scale)

Legend: MO - orchestra. - musical performance; MS .. soloists - musicalperfo~
MC "'" choir - musical perfof"!1lClnce; ( .., conductor; SS' - solOISts - staging' performance;
se. choir - staging permnnance; ,-scenery - general stage setting; fitlO. inte!PIaY
within the orchestra; fit3C". interplay within the cboir; fiUS - interplay between the
soloists; fit2M - interplay between orchestra. soloists and thoir;fit2S· interplay
between the staging aspects; fin =- interplay between musical dimension and staging
dimension; OP - overall performance

RELIABILITY (CRONBACH'S ALPHA) FOR ALL SCALES

Scale Cronbach's alpha Scale Cronbach's alpha

MO .88 (3/3/9) tit30 - (-/-/9)

MS .93 (7/8/9) tit3C .87 (3/3/3)

MC .87 (3/3/'5) tit3S .82 (4/5/6)

( - (-I-;m) tit2S '. .96 (7/8/9)

SS :89 (8/8/9) tit2M .87 (6l6/8)

se .91 (5/6/6) tiu .89" (5/5/8)

S - (2/2/3) OP .95 (16/16{16)

Regarding the extent to which evaluarors
were able to discriminate between different
aspects of an opera performance (hypothesis
3), the experts' higher degree ofcompetence to
discern different aspects can be concluded
from the descriptive data analysis (see Table 3).
The expertS tended to have more differenti
ated judgement than the non-expertS in that
they were aware ofand felt competent to judge
more aspects of the performance. Hence. in
the expert group the attention span was longer
and the (self-raced) assessment competence in
opera performance was greater than in me
non-expert group.

Probably because of the small size of our
expert and non-expert subsarnples, path analy
sis co examine the content of the judgement
using A.!VlOS (5.0) did not produce models
with sufficient fie-indices in either subsample.
Therefore, we tested the third hypothesis by

(SC), fit within the musical dimension (fit2M),
and fit between musical and staging dimen
sion (fit1), the ICC values were below .70.
Thus mere was not high agreement in the
expert group on these scales, although the ICC
values for choir staging performance (Se) and
fit between musical and staging dimension
(fitl) were close to .70. In rhe non-expert
group. in contrast. there was high agreement
only for fir within the soloim (lidS), overall
perfurmance (OP), conductor (C) and fir within
the sraging dimension (fit2S), with soloist sta
ging performance (SS) and fit between musical
and staging dimension (fid) reaching ICC val
ues of close to .70 (see Table 5).

In summary, both the expertS and the non
expertS highly agteed on ovetall performance
(OP), fit between musical and staging dimen
sion (fit I), fit within the staging dimension
(fit2S), conductor (C) and fir within the solo
ists (fit3S). Thetefore hypothesis I seems ar first
glance to be confirmed, because experts highly
agreed on more subcategories of "performance
quality in opera" man non-experts. Compar
ing the absolute values for the ICC coefficient,
for most of the scales agreement was higher for
the expcns than the non-experts. However,
comparison of the confidence intervals oflCC
values for the two groups showed that these
differences were not significant. As a result, our
data confirm neither hypothesis 1 nor hypoth
esis 2.
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Fador'loading

Factor loading

EXPERTS: SECOND-LEVEL
FACTOR ANALYSIS

Fit within Fit within
staging musical

Item dimension .dimension

fit3A5 .93 .' <..14

.93, .
i

fit3'i\1 .11

fit25_1 .92

fit3M .91

fitZ5_2 .90

fit3AZ' .88

rfitZ5_4 .80

fit25_3 .76

rfitZ_9 .05

fit~_8 ~13

fitZ_3 .ZO

fitZ_Z .22'

rfitZ_6 .01

fitZ_5 . , .29

Explained
van"ance (%) 45

NON-EXPE~1S: SECQNIJ'-:
LEVEL FACTQR AN,ALYSIS

Item

fiUA5 .ri
fiUA2 . .88 .20

fit253 .85 .31

fit3Al .83 .33
fit2S_2 .83 ,30

fiUA4 .83 .22

rfit3A3 .67 .18 .

fit2_2 .19 ~86

fit2_8 .15 .86

fit2_3 .12 .77
mt2_9 .12 .13

ufit2~1 .25 .66
rfit2_6 .13 .56

Note: n - 43'...l?rinci~lco~one~.;.anal~s. {v.:uima~·
~_tationJ . ~. t

conducting separate factor analyses for each
level of the model (see Table I) - that is, for
fiel, fir2-music and nr2-staging, and the thitd
level. Fit between "musical and staging dimen
sion (fitl), fit within the Staging dimension
(fit2S) and fit within the musical dimension
(fit2M) could be identified equally in the two
subsamples.

On the third level of the model, however,
more individual factors could be identified in
the expert group (Table 8) than in the non-expert
group (Table 9). This result can be inrerprered
as confirming our hypothesis that expert judge
ments of opera performance tend to be more
differenciared than non-expert judgements.

Unexpectedly, t tests that were calculated
for testing hypothesis 4 revealed no significant
difference between experts and non-experts in
judging the artistic quality of the performance.
Experts did not give significantly lower quality
ratings than non-experts.
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•EXPERTS: THIRD-LEVEL FACTOR ANALYSIS

Factor loading

Choir: Soloists:
Choir:

Soloists:Orchestra: musical Soloists:
musical staging musical

performance
staging

interplay

Item
performance performance performance

and interplay
performance

M05 .05 .15 .17 .19 .16

MOI0 .05 .21 .21 .17 .07

MOll .25 .25 .05 .05 .OS

uM03 .21 .22 .26 .L4 -.OD

uSCl .93 -.03 .OT .06

SC2 .S4 -.03 .21 .04

SO .13 .S4 -.00 .12

uSC4 .11 .8D .26

MS6 .20 .07 .85

uMS7 .17 .13 .84

MS5 .20 .05 .84

MSl .20 -.OS .74

ufit3C2 .20 .1S .07

fiOC1 .32 .19 .12

MCS .27 .21 .25

liOO -.04 .11 .25

SS5 ,25 .22.

551 .04-

SS4 .20 .2?
urfiOS6 .03 .12

fiOS1 .25 .05

Explained
variance 1'1.) 16 16 16

Note: n. 91. Princip;it CIIIlIJICI'l"Ilt.~s~-l

Discussion and Conclusions

T IUs study invesrigared subjective judge

mentS of performance quality in opera by

comparing expeHs and non-experts. By sur
veying a sample of attendees of a performance

of La Forza del Deshno by the Cologne Opera,

we addressed twO questions: I. How much agree
ment is there in subjective quality judgements of

opera perftrmance among experts and among
non-aperts? 2. How much agreement is there in
subjective quality judgements ofopera perftrm
ance between experts and non-experts?

Since this is the first published field study
of subjective quality judgements of opera per
formance, the analyses are exploratory and the
conclusions are tentative. In order for the resultS
to be rendered generalizable, further research
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will have [Q address several limitations in our
srudy. Firsr, the quesrionnaire will have ro be
improved, since neither the experts nor the
non-expectS were able ro evaluare the full range
of irems included. Furthermore, even the experrs
did nor feel comperenr ro rare all of the ele
ments included in the questionnaire. Thus, our
dara had a large number of missing values.
Although the questionnaire had been discussed
with expertS in the field and with frequene
operagoers, ir does nor appear ro correspond fully
with the ineernal rating schemes (Thompson
and Williamon, 2003) used by operagoers in
evaluating a performance. An issue for furure
research will be ro eliminare or replace prob
lematic items. This seems [Q be a promising
strategy for determin.ing differences in experts
and non-expectS with respecr co their judgements
of opera performance.

Second, our results are based on one per
formance of La Forza cki Dmino ar the Cologne
Opera House. Thus, their generalizabilicy is
further limired. In order ro obrain more dara
thar allow for sound conclusions and recom
mendations, additional field srudies are required.
Such srudies would have ro conceol for the genre
of the work preseneed (e.g., opera stria or opera
buffi), rype of performance (e.g., matinee, pre
miere, regular performance), sryle of produc
tion (conventional vs. modern or avant-garde)
and the reputation of the company. Moreover,
larger samples of expertS and non-experrs
would allow for the calculation of path analy
ses, which may be helpful for clarifYing how the
various elements in a performance are weighted
within a spectator's overall assessment.

Third, as our srudy focused on differences
between experrs and non-experts, the measure
menr for level ofexpertise should be improved.
The self-report measure used in the srudy may
have been biased by social desirabilicy, leading
respondents to consider themselves experts
when they were not, or, conversely, very experi
enced operagoers ro hesirare calling themselves
experts. As some of the expected differences
berween experrs and non-experrs did occur, our
self-rated measure shows some discriminant
vaIidicy. However, further srudies should
include objective measures of expertise, such
as the person's education and training in opera,
experience in theatre"and music, and number
of years as an operagoer or number of per
formances arrended per year.

Apart from the above limitations, the results
suggesr thar subjective qualicy judgements of
opera performance are reliable. This holds for
both the expere and the non-expere group.
Calculation of the ineereater agreemene Oames
rWG(J)) for each group revealed similar agree
menr on performance qualicy. For inrraclass
coreelation (Bartko, 1976; Shrour and Fleiss,
1979), no significanr difference between the
two groups could be found for exrmr of agree
ment. The resulring high ineerearer agreemene
allows for the inrerprerarion thar individual
differences ro be expected from selecting,
weighting and assessing criteria for judging the
arrisric qualicy of an opera performance were
equally rempered in the twO groups. This
result runs counter to our expectation that
expeccs and non-expeccs would differ in the
agreemene of their judgements of performance
qualicy (hypotheses 1 and 2). This result can
be traced back ro homogenizing processes ar
work in both groups. However, these homogen
izing processes may have been driven by differ
ent effects. In the expert group. commiunent
ro professional standards tended ro homogen
ize the level of expectarion and the selection of
qualicy criteria. In the non-expere group, on
the other hand, shared informarion about the
performance and interaction processes during
the performance tended ro temper differences
in individual judgements.

In line with hypothesis 3, our data confirmed
the expected dilterences between expertS and
non-experts. Experts tended ro make more dif
ferentiated judgements of performance qualicy
than non-expeccs. This suggests that experts
were able ro cope with the complexicy encoun
tered in an operatic work. Since the risk of
information overload was lower in the expert
group, the expeccs were able ro consider a
wider range of evaluation criteria than non
experts. As expecred, they were able ro include
more aspects in their qualicy judgement and
felt competent ro assess far more aspects of the
performance than non-experts.

However, the idea that experrs will give lower
ratings for an opera performance than non
experrs (hypothesis 4) was not confirmed in
our data. 0 significanr differences in the qual
icy assessments of the two groups were found.

To sum up, the results only partially confirm
the assumption of a cultural hierarchy affecting
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quality evaluations in the context of opera,
consistem with what Holbrook (2005) calls the
"dignity-of- the-common-perso n-hypothesis":
"People share the norms for what is considered
'good' by those with expertise in a particular
cultural field and thereby display aspects of
'good taste'" (p. 77). In the context of opera,
one argumem for this hypothesis may be opera
goers' tendency to have some experience with
opera (Behr, 1983; Neuhoff, 2001). The major
ity (84%) of the self-rated non-experts in our
sample reponed "some experience" with opera.
Thus, it is likely that all respondems had at
least minimal familiarity with opera (Amabile,
1996), resulting in expert judgements of qual
ity. Apparently "opposition berween the 'elite'
of the dominant and the 'mass' of the domin
ated" (Bourdieu, 1984) is less clearly idemifi
able in opera than in other art forms, perhaps
because operagoers belong more or less ro the
same class, opera being a so-called highbrow
art form (Dollase, Riisenberg and Srollenwerk,
1986). Thus all operagoers, be they experts or
non-experts, will share the standards ofevalua
tion in the field. Further research may reveal
whether the hypothesised differences berween
experts and non-experts are confirmed if the
sample includes those who are not represema
tive of opera audiences, such as the young and
the less well educated.

If further research confirms our results, the
following implications for opera management
can be drawn. Opera companies can rely equally
upon expert and non-expen raters when assess
ing the overaUartistic quality oftheir petforman=
by means of subjective judgemem. However,
ro obtain reliable infOrmation on details of spe
cific aspects ofa performance (e.g., the musical
performance of the orchestra, the soloists and
the choit), opera companies should rely on
expert rather than non-expert raters. Experts
are berrer able ro discern particular aspects of a
performance and to rate them in a differenti
ated way. It is this kind ofdetailed information
that can lead to measures for improving per
formance quality in opera. If the experts agree
that the performance of a soloist is not what it
should be, for example, this detailed feedback
can provide a starting point for management
to develop measures. Moteovet, if personnel
costs are matcned with detailed quality judge
ments, the potential for increasing "effective
ness" (Sowa, Selden and Sandfort, 2004) and
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"efficiency" in opera production can be identi
fied. Lastly, detailed expert judgemems may
provide helpful information for the suategic
management of opera companies, in that they
can serve ro identify the suengths and weak
nesses of, for example, the orchestra or indi
vidual members of the ensemble.

The foregoing analysis is limited ro the per
formance quality ofan operatic work. In order
to capture the audience's reaction to the full
output of an opera company, the whole range
of aspects that may determine the audience's
satisfaction with the company (e.g., profile
quality or repertoire, service and infrastructure)
will have ro be considered (Eversmann, 2004;
Sowa, Selden and Sandfort, 2004; Thompson,
2006). Moreover, a more comprehensive impres
sion of a company's artistic quality should not
be limited ro the audience but should include
all stakeholder groups (Herman and Renz,
1997), including critics and performers.

. Notes

1. A sufficiently high imerrater agremtenc is assumed ifrWG(J) ...70
is met Oames, Oemaree and Wolf, 1984).

2. Ice (2.k) voUues tend to be significant a.t .30 but should nO(

be interpreted as high agreement if below .70 (KIein and
KozIowski, 2003; Parmey and Wa.dcins, 1993; WlITl. and Caspar,
2002).
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